SLIDING DOOR FITTING
SLIDO CLASSIC 120 F
For glass and wooden doors

PROPERTIES:
• Up to 264 lbs./120 kg door weight
• For wooden and glass doors
• Wall or ceiling mounted
• Soft close system up to 176 lbs./80 kg and 264 lbs./120 kg

www.hafele.com
THE CARRIAGE
MORE FLEXIBLE THAN EVER AND STRONG

1. **264 lbs./120 kg glass carriage**
   - Smooth running properties due to ball bearing mounted rollers
   - Pre-assembled clamping rubbers prevent assembly errors and ensure a secure hold
   - Additional safety with the optional glass safety bolt possible

2. **Clip-on adapter for different glass thicknesses**
   - Prepared for 1/2"/12.7 mm glass thicknesses standard
   - Set including plates for 17/31"/13.5 mm laminated safety glass
   - Other glass thicknesses available upon request

3. **Glass clamp**
   - The sixfold screw connection provides sufficient clamping force

---

Wooden door adapter with floor guide and trigger of the soft close system for wooden doors
CROSS SECTIONS
GLASS AND WOOD VERSIONS IN PROFILE

Wall mounted with glass door

Ceiling mounted with wooden door

IN DETAIL
PRACTICAL FEATURES

- Two-piece glass floor guide for all glass thickness
- Constant wall distance
- Simplified mounting

- Soft close system for weight classes 176 lbs./80 kg and 264 lbs./120 kg

- Running rail drilled for wall or ceiling mounting
- Plastic clip fitted end caps

- Pull handle for sliding doors
- For screw fixing
- Surface matches to rail

- Silver or black colored anodized surfaces